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About This Game

The Terrans have been at war with the Gammulan race for years. In an attempt to change the tide of war and take the battle to
the enemy the Terran military body, Galactic Command (GALCOM), has launched an all out attack on the Gammulan

homeworlds.

The events that take place in Angle Of Attack occur during the final days of the air campaign of the assault on LV-115 - an
important planet used by the Gammulans for military purposes and as a staging area for their assault on GALCOM forces.

The GALCOM forces, locked in a lopsided air campaign, made the decision to load the 'planet killer' R.A.N.D.O.M. weapon
aboard the GCV-Excalibur for its ill-fated mission.

GAMEPLAY HIGHLIGHTS

No fancy console gimmicks here. Full 3D cockpits, advanced futuristic avionics and weapons delivery systems provide
total immersion that air combat jocks have come to expect. Situational Awareness (SA) is the key to survival in a fluid
battle for survival in which only your skills — not gimmicks — stand between fun and your will to continue the fight.

Sixteen intense air and ground tactical strike missions in a variety of weather conditions, both day and night. Run each
mission individually or in sequence as a single, seamless campaign.

Play the whole campaign and each of the missions using any of the four fighters. Each craft has unique properties and
weapon systems, providing exceptional replay value.
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Full combat wing command with an intuitive orders-interface system to lead your flight wing.

16 player PVP deathmatch and team deathmatch as well as four player co-op multiplayer. Host and join a game using a
single instance.

Fully integrated in-game document viewer with quick access to game commands, manual and tutorial documents.

TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS

Advanced SM 3.0 shader based graphics engine with native support for 4:3, 16:9 and 16:10 widescreen ranging from
standard 720p (1280x720) and 1080p (1920x1080) resolutions up to 1680x1050. Supports various climate zones,
weather conditions, dynamic twenty-four hour time of day variations, realistic day/night lighting and atmospheric
conditions as well as real-world cloud layer conditions and effects. All beautifully rendered with full High Dynamic
Ranging lighting and various Shader Model 3.0 shader effects.

Large seamless game world covering over 400 sq. km of varying terrain featuring high definition Digital Elevation Maps
which look stunning at any altitude.

Advanced planetary terrain engine which uses high definition terrain height maps. Unlike other similar products which
feature high-res maps at high altitude while being ugly and blurry at low altitudes, our latest technology is pixel perfect
up to 2m/pixel for ground-zero (fps, vehicles) play using advanced geo-morphing techniques while still looking brilliant
at medium to high altitudes.

This is the aerial combat based companion title to our other game, All Aspect Warfare.
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Title: Angle of Attack
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
3000AD
Publisher:
3000AD
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core CPU (Intel Pentium 4 3.4Ghz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 3.0GHz or faster

Memory: 1 GB

Graphics: 256MB GPU with Shader Model 3 nVidia GeForce 7900 / ATI Radeon X1300 or faster

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0 March 2009 Runtime

Hard Drive: 600 MB

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible (on-board or add-in)

English
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Me : trying to save the world
Shopkeeper : "I'll sell you a trash sword for 40000 coins!". It's not a _bad_ game, it's just not worth its price-tag for what it is.
Battle gets very repetitive, controls are weird, enemies are a bit boring...

I'd give this game a barely passing score, but not at this price point.. I can't recommend this game sorry. The RNG is just
waaaaaaaay too annoying, for some stupid reason when you attack an enemy you are garunteed to take damage (even if you
would kill them). Theres is tons of grinding (for gold, blueprints and gems that give permanent stat upgrades). Drumroll
please.......some enemies steal your stuff WHEN THEY DIE. Sorry if this review comes off as very bitter but I just went
through 34 floors of an Act 3 Dungeon and upon entering the 35th the boss didn't spawn. Effectively making progress
impossible...ON THE LAST FLOOR.

EDIT: I beated the Last Level and Boss using its own ridiculous RNG against it.. Super nice map with really nice spots to climb,
jump and go fast on.
Just waiting on them to do an Enduro GP Game, That had been soooo cool!. Really fun game. i wish more dark parables games
like cinderella, jack and beanstalk,and others too
i llike fairytale detective dark parables.
really is totally wicked game ever..... what a crap game. Even though there is no enemy aircraft right next to you it still says
there is a missile lock. Stupid game and waste of money. The smaller this game is comparing to the others, the more awesome it
gets when you play it. Old school 2d flight-fight arcade with perks, ranks and awesome mods to play! Even if you dont like indie
games from small developers, you should try at least the free trial. There is more to it than meets the eye! Although, people need
to learn to cooperate, and NOT go all for them selves :P
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Considering the age of the game: This game is just AMAZING. The atmosphere is dense, graphics still ok and sound is
fantastic. Even compared with some just recently released games of same type this game is still great. I bought this game on sale
for about 1 EUR. I guess I never in my life got so much fun after spending same amount of money.. Accurate remake of the cult
classic.
Pls. return the original music in the title screen!!!

I have faced crashes and unexpected return to the windows... Not much depth. Each level is virtually the same thing. Too
expensive for casual gaming.
. At first, I liked the game. Controls are a little bit nasty at the beginning, but soon you can handle it. Graphic style is quite cool,
story is nice.
Played a little bit and then ... well, you meet all the caveats.
- Some screens holds tons of enemies. The red ones won't do much harm, but they're very annoying. Far too much of them.
Lacking of good level design, enemies are thrown at you. And more enemies. And even more enemies.
- The game is unfair. Enemies with weapons shoot at you before you can see them. And they are quite good shooters. While
they can hit you, it doesn't mean that you can do also vice versa. Nope. No chance.
- You aim, you shoot. WTF, I MUST have hit them. Well, can be. Often, it isn't.
- Pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to jump around with your character. Pressing a button of the gamepad would be too easy. You have to
move the controller stick upwards. No fun, if ... tons of enemies keep firing their bullets at you. Did I mention that they are
good shooters?

Sorry, could have been a good one!. Really cool graphics and nice humor (so far I was waiting for a 3 headed monkey still) but
it gets boring very quickly. So I did not even finish the game. Maybe later.... More Update please.... I recommend u guys to give
it a try if u miss old school horror game
despite the game is short but i like the concept it remind me of my old days and i hope that the developers will add some more
chapters in the next update

. This game is probably one of the best games if you are looking for something to play and just relax but along with that its also
one of the hardest games out there 10\/10 will play again. A fantastic game. Only issue is the lack of players, All you
Battledome players need to buy this!!! I know this is a short review but I want to hop back in, may update this later and go more
in depth.
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